How to make the best decision between the opinions and tastes of your friends and acquaintances? Therefore, recommender systems are used to solve such issues. The common algorithms use a similarity measure to predict active users' tastes over a particular item. According to the cold start and data sparsity problems, these systems cannot predict and suggest particular items to users. In this paper, we introduce a new recommender system is able to find user preferences and based on it, provides the recommendations. Our proposed system called CUPCF is a combination of two similarity measures in collaborative filtering to solve the data sparsity problem and poor prediction (high prediction error rate) problems for better recommendation. The experimental results based on MovieLens dataset show that, combined with the preferences of the user's nearest neighbor, the proposed system error rate compared to a number of state-of-the-art recommendation methods improved. Furthermore, the results indicate the efficiency of CUPCF. The maximum improved error rate of the system is 15.5% and the maximum values of Accuracy, Precision and Recall of CUPCF are 0.91402, 0.91436 and 0.9974 respectively.
Introduction
Increasing instantaneous online information invites users to challenges. The confusion and waste of time users are obvious examples of these challenges. Fortunately, with the advancement of technology, this platform has been provided to track the behavior of users on the internet. Thus, recommender systems are able to deal with the mass of information users, to help them achieve their goals. By modeling users' behavior, discovering the tastes and preferences of them on webspace, one can no longer worry about the challenges that were posed. Nowadays, the importance of such systems and their use is evident. Recommender systems are basic models that are based on them. One of the most versatile models is collaborative filtering. This model uses the users' rating to predict and offer products to active users. Accordingly, this model requires a user-item ratings matrix [1] . Each model, in turn, has its own problems that impact on the performance of the system. The main problems of this model include high error rate, cold start, data sparsity, and accuracy. The collaborative filtering uses the comments (ratings) and other preferences of users to suggest specific items to the active user. This model uses a similarity measure to find the nearest neighbor. Each of these similarity measures has the ability to solve the problems mentioned, one is able to partly solve the cold start problem and another one is able to improve system performance. Due to the sparse matrix, most of these models cannot provide suggestions for active users. In this paper, we have presented a recommender system based on collaborative filtering. Our proposed system called CUPCF is a combination of two similarity measures. CUPCF uses two similarity measures simultaneously as a new method for improving the error rate of the system. CUPCF does not just consider the similarity of neighbor users by a certain similarity measure. The proposed system was evaluated on MovieLens dataset and the results showed that the system error rate was improved compared to a number of state-of-the-art recommendation systems (other methods) that used one similarity measure for prediction and suggestions. The structure of the paper is as follows. In the second part, we will review the workings of the researchers. The third part introduces the proposed systems. Fourth, the experimental results are compared with other methods in which the results will be discussed. Finally in the last part of the conclusions presented.
Related Works
Collaborative filtering is one of the most important and popular models in recommender systems. This model is divided into two main ways: model-based and memory-based [1] . The memory-based approach uses the method of finding the nearest neighbor to the active user and then predicts users' preferences and shows a list of suggestions in outbound. The performance of this model depends on the user-item ratings matrix [2] . The modelbased approach makes a model of user behavior in the offline phase, and in the online phase, predicts and provides a list of recommendation. User-based and item-based collaborative filtering methods are used as two important techniques in the recommender systems [3] . The user-based technique offers items that have not yet been viewed by the active user (unrated) based on the nearest users [4] . On the other hand, the item-based technique predicts unrated items based on nearest neighbor items [5] . Therefore, similarity measures are used to find the nearest neighbor, each with advantages and disadvantages. Most of the traditional similarity measures include Pearson correlation coefficient [6] , cosine measure [7] and mean squared difference [8] . Most of these similarity measures are not suitable for new users cold start problem. Ahn proposed a new similarity measure called PIS (proximity, impact, and popularity) for solving the cold start problem [9] . Liu et al. proposed a new heuristic similarity measure (NHSM) to solve the cold start problem that could be improved collaborative filtering accuracy. Their method is effective when a small number of ratings are available. They modified the Jaccard [10] and the PIS [9] similarity measures [11] . Choi et al. introduced a new similarity measure to select neighbors for each item in the collaborative filtering. In their method, the rating of a user on an item is weighted by the item similarity between the item and the target item. [12] . Yang et al. proposed a collaborative filtering model based on heuristic formulated inferences. They introduced a new similarity measure and considered users' preferences and rating patterns for improving the prediction quality [13] . Zhang et al. proposed an effective way to improve the ability of finding the nearest neighbor and reliable for each active users. Their aim was to provide an effective model-based recommender system to solve the data sparsity problem [14] . In 2015, Park et.al proposed a fast collaborative filtering model using nearest neighbor graph which called RCF to reduce time complexity. Their model reversed the process of finding the nearest neighbor in collaborative filtering [3] . Bellogin introduced methods to improve the performance of the recommender systems, which selected Herlocker's weighting (HW) and McLaughlin's weighting (MW) methods to determine which users were closely related to the user's tastes [15] . Fangyi Hu in 2018 introduced a three-segment similarity measure method for collaborative filtering model. She/He improved the performance of similarity measure by computing the similarity between users based on the number of user ratings along with item similarity and user attribute similarity [16] . Nadi et al. proposed a recommender system based on fuzzy ant colony (FARS). They combined collaborative and content-based filtering for better recommendation [17] . Javari et al. proposed a recommender system based on collaborative filtering and resources allocation for improving the performance of their system. Using the resource allocation method, they were able to obtain the degree of confidence of each user based on the similarity achieved [18] . In 2017, Khalaji designed a hybrid recommender system based on neural network and resource allocation that solved the scalability and cold start problems [19] . In 2019, Khalaji et al. introduced a recommender system based on fuzzy clustering and heuristic similarity measure called FNHSM_HRS for improving the system performance, especially for scalability and cold start problems. Their method had two phases: offline and online. In first, the users clustered by a fuzzy c-means method, then the unobserved items were predicted by NHSM similarity measure [20] . In 2019, Khalaji and Mohammadnejad. introduced a hybrid movie recommender system called FCNHSMRA_HRS, a combination of fuzzy clustering, heuristic similarity measure, and resource allocation methods to solve the scalability and cold start problems and improved the performance of their system [21] . In 2019, Khodaverdi et al. proposed a movie hybrid recommender system based on clustering and popularity. Their system clustered the users who were similar to each other by using the K-means clustering method and using ratings popularity to predict the users' preferences to specific movies [22] . In 2019, Khalaji proposed a new recommender system called NWS_RS for movie recommendation. His method was able to personalize the recommendation by segmenting users' age. NWS_RS used the new weighted similarity (NWS) for improving the accuracy of prediction of unobserved movies for active users. NWS_RS managed the scalability problem and solved the data sparsity problem [23] . Fig. 1 shows the structure of the proposed CUPCF system. This structure is based on user-based collaborative filtering model. Recommender systems have a user-item rating matrix which includes a number of users' ratings for items. In this paper, we demonstrate users with = [ 1 , 2 , … , ], items with = [ 1 , 2 , . . . , ] and the matrix of ratings named RMatrix. The RMatrix size equals the number of users × the number of items that is × . Memory-based systems have two phases, prediction and recommendation. These systems use the nearest neighbors' preferences to predict unrated items for active users. Therefore, it is required to find the nearest users as neighbors with active users. To find these users, the different similarity measures are used. For example, the basic model of memory-based systems is depicted in Fig. 2 . 
The proposed system CUPCF

Find K-Nearest Neighbors
Data sparsity problem arises from the phenomenon that users in general rate only a limited number of items [24] . This leads to very low accurate similarity based on the previous similarity measures. Therefore, NHSM [11] is a new user similarity measure to improve the recommendation and prediction performance when only few ratings are available for calculating the similarity for all users. This similarity measure not only considers the local context information of user ratings, but also the global preference of user behavior. The NHSM can overcome the drawback of the Pearson similarity measure when the rating matrix is sparse. CUPCF receives RMatrix as an input, then uses the Pearson and NHSM similarity measures to determine kneighbors of each user. Similarities between active users and other users based on NHSM is calculated according to Eq. (1) and this measure has two main coefficients.
To calculate the _ similarity measure, the ( , ) similarity measure should first be calculated, which itself is derived from two similarity measures that are mentioned in Eq. (2) and Eq. (3).
similarity is an improved formula from traditional Jaccard similarity measure. For considering the proportion of the common ratings and improving the accuracy (high accuracy), the
| ∩ | represents the number of similar items that users and have seen and | | indicates the number of items that the active user ( ) and | | indicates the number of items the other user ( ) have rated. The ( , ) measure is composed of three factors of similarity, and obtained through Eq. (4).
The Proximity factor calculates the absolute difference between two ratings. The second factor is Significance. We assume that the ratings are more significance if two ratings are more distant from the median rating. For example, if two user rate two items as (4, 4) or (2, 2). We think it is more significant than two user give (5, 3) or (4, 2). The third factor is called the Singularity. This factor represents how two ratings are different from other ratings The , , and are calculated through Eq. (5-7).
( , , , ) = 1 − 1 
Where , is the rating of item by user and , is the rating of item by user . is the median value in the rating scale. The rating matrix in the CUPCF recommender system has a scale of 1-5, with an average of 3.
is also the average rating of item by users. The last step in Eq. (1) is to calculate the similarity measure of ( , ) , which is obtained by using Eq. (8). This measure is the preference of each user. Different users have different rating preferences. Some users prefer to give high ratings. On the other hand, some users tend to rate low value. In order to reflect this behavior preference, NHSM uses the mean and variance of the rating to model the user preference. 
Where and is the mean of rating of user and respectively. and represent the standard variance of user and , which is obtained in accordance with Eq. (9).
The value of _ ( , ) ranges between 0 to 1. The value 1 indicates the most similarity between users and 0 shows the difference between two users. After that, the similarity between the active user and other users based Pearson correlation coefficient is calculated according to Eq. (10).
Where , represents the rating of active user for item and µ is the average rating given by user u. The value of _ ( , ) ranges between -1 to 1. The value 1 indicates the most similarity between users and -1 shows the difference between two users. The similarity calculated affected by the number of shared rated items between users. After calculating the similarity between users, based on the two different measures as mentioned, two separate matrices called _ and _ are generated at the M × N number. These matrices are symmetric and the elements of matrices demonstrate the degree of users' similarity with active users. For example, if 1 is an active user and 2 is a neighbor user, the similarity between 1 and 2 is 0.0122, given the symmetry of the matrix, the similarity between user 2 and active user 1 is 0.0122. Table 1 is a simple example of RMatrix, and  Table 2 and Table 3 show the NHSM and Pearson similarity functions. We discuss briefly the drawback of Pearson similarity measure that is used alone in most collaborative filtering recommender systems. First, according to Table 4 , the similarity of u1 with u4 in the NHSM similarity measure is greater than u1 with u3, but this similarity is not accurate in the Pearson similarity measure. Using the NHSM similarity measure can overcome the drawback of the Pearson similarity measure (low similarity) regardless of similar ratings by two users. Second, if a high difference exists between the two user's ratings, the NHSM similarity will be very small. For example, the similarity between u2 and u5 is very low, it is about 0.0010. It is the least similarity in the user similarity matrix in Table 2 . From Table 1 , we can see that the rating vectors of these two users are (4, 4, ?, 2) and (1, ?, 3, ?) respectively. It has very low similarity indeed. The Pearson similarity measure cannot distinguish the similarity between users correctly. There are similarities -1 for some users in Table  3 .
Prediction
In this section, The CUPCF calculates the amount of active user's preferences for her/his unrated items according to Eq. (11-12) based on each of the similarity measures.
Where is the active user and is an item that the CUPCF system is supposed to predict a rating for that. The CUPCF system calculates these ratings for all unobserved items by the active user and offers the − items. In Eq. (11), µ is the average ratings of active user and is the number of neighbor users with the active user. _ ( , ) and _ ( , ) are the similarity degree of the active user with the user . , is the rating of item by user and µ is the average ratings of user . Then, according to Eq. (13) as a new method, we combine the value of the predicted ratings. Given the data sparsity problem in rating matrix, it is possible that a certain similarity measure cannot predict a value, in this condition, most systems use the average of the active users' ratings for a target item. Therefore, by combining these two similarity measures as a new method, if the system is not able to predict the amount of user preferences by k-nearest users of a certain similarity measure, the system can use the other k-nearest users from another similarity measure to predict them. _ ( , ) is a formula for combining user preferences is defined as follows:
Where is an active user and is an item. The _ ( , ) and the _ ( , )are the predictions of item rating by Eq. (11) and Eq. (12) . The output of the _ ( , ) and the _ ( , ) is between 1 to 5 and if each of the similarity measures are not able to predict the value of user preference, the _ ( , ) and the _ ( , ) return the average ratings of the active user. Finally, the _ ( , ) uses similarity degree to predict the user preferences accurately.
Recommendation
In this section, a list of recommendations based on each similarity measure is created for active users. In this paper, we created a list of recommendations based on the − method. The values of N are 5, 10, 15, 20 and 30. Suppose that the list of recommendations is set to 5 (Top-5), the NHSM or Pearson similarity measure may not recommend 5 items to the active user. For example, from 5 items only recommended 3 items. So by combining these lists, you can increase the number of recommended items from 3 to 5.
Experimental Results
The performance of the proposed system was evaluated in the MovieLens dataset which consists of 943 users and 1682 items with 100,000 ratings for items [25, 26] . The ratings range in this dataset is from 1 to 5, which 5 being excellent and 1 being terrible. To evaluate the system's performance, we tested on the dataset and used the 5-fold cross-validation algorithm, which provides 80% of the data for training and creating a proposed system model and 20% for system testing. The system evaluation based on the MAE, Accuracy, Precision and Recall metrics has been calculated according to Eq. (14-17) on the test data, which are shown in Table 5 of the related confusion matrix [27] . The proposed CUPCF system performs prediction and recommendation operations for each user separately in each fold. The number of for nearest neighbors in the calculation of prediction formula is set 300. The threshold value for calculating the Accuracy, Precision and Recall of − is set 3 and 4. The rating of 1 to 3 indicates an extreme dislike, and the rating of 3 to 5 indicates a strong affinity to the item. The threshold value(T) of 4 is the rating of 1 to 4 and 4 to 5. The N value of the highest items was selected = {5, 10, 15, 20, 30}, respectively. CUPCF in terms of error rate is evaluated in 19 collaborative filtering algorithms and similarity measures such as: CF, CF-RA, CF-Diff, CF-Rank, CF-HW [15] , CF-MW [15] , Pearson, Ra-COS, RA-SRC, SRC, RA-CPC, CPC [18] , Three-Segment, BCF, NHSM, PIP, COS [28] , K-Means Leader and K-Means [29] . Fig. 3 shows the MAE of CUPCF in comparison with a number of state-of-the-art recommendation methods mentioned in references of [18, [28] [29] . The percentage of improving of CUPCF than other models and techniques such as CF is 2.5%, CF-RA is 0.28%, CF-Diff is 0.8%, CF-Rank is 1.2%, CF-MW is 1.1%, CF-HW is 1.9%, Pearson is 1.5%, RA-COS is 1.4%, RA-SRC is 5.7%, SRC is 11.4%, RA-CPC is 1.1%, CPC is 2.3%, Three-Segment is 2.5%, BCF is 6.3%, NHSM is 12%, PIP is 15%, COS is 15.5%, K-Means Leader is 1.2% and K-Means is 3.2%. The other results for Accuracy, Precision and Recall of the CUPCF are shown in Tables 6 and 7 . The maximum accuracy, precision and recall are in Top-5 items of Table 6 , and the average of them are 0.91402, 0.91436 and 0.99744 respectively. [18] , Three-Segment Similarity [28] , BCF [28] , NHSM [28] , PIP [28] , COS [28] , K-Means Leader [29] , K-Means [29] . Regarding the results of Table 6 and Table 7 , we conclude that if we consider the number 3 for threshold (T) in calculating Accuracy, Precision and Recall, the CUPCF is able to recommend the user's favorite items with high accuracy, and the list of recommendations provided with a high percentage in accordance with the user's tastes. Although the results in Table 7 indicate the ability of the CUPCF to recommend the related items to users.
Conclusions
Recommender systems suggest items to users according to their implicit and explicit feedback information or users' preferences, such as ratings, reviews, and clicks. One of the most popular models used in these systems is collaborative filtering. This model suffers from the cold start and data sparsity problems. Therefore, we propose an effective recommender system (CUPCF) to solve them. This system uses the combination of the users' preferences in items prediction phase and recommends items which are close to active users' tastes. Therefore, CUPCF considers two similarity measures for finding the nearest neighbor users. Finally, the Top-N items are suggested by this system. The experimental results show that CUPCF error rate than a number of state-of-the-art recommendation systems and methods is improved and reduced. The percentage of improving of CUPCF than other models and techniques such as CF is 2.5%, CF-RA is 0.28%, CF-Diff is 0.8%, CF-Rank is 1.2%, CF-MW is 1.1%, CF-HW is 1.9%, Pearson is 1.5%, RA-COS is 1.4%, RA-SRC is 5.7%, SRC is 11.4%, RA-CPC is 1.1%, CPC is 2.3%, %, Three-Segment is 2.5%, BCF is 6.3%, NHSM is 12%, PIP is 15%, COS is 15.5%, K-Means Leader is 1.2% and K-Means is 3.2%. The maximum values accuracy, precision and recall are 0.91402, 0.91436 and 0.99744 respectively.
